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As you know I do a lot of string evaluations for myself, my customers and some
manufacturers. I do this to have a clear understanding of what a string does at
various tensions in various racquets ,and, also in a “controlled” environment!
So, if you ask me for a recommendation my answer will based on data, and, of
course some anecdotal evidence. I know most manufacturers try very hard to
place the string into the correct category but sometime they simply miss!
There is an ongoing conversation(s) regarding the categorization of polyester
based strings relative to racquets and player stature. This may, for example, look
like; “If you use Racquet “X” and are under fourteen (14) years old do not use
“XYS” string at tensions higher than 40lbs (18.1 Kilo)”.
The graph below shows what happens when you hit hard, and hitting hard is
required to maximize the performance of polyester based string. Ideally your
string would be "linear", that is, stays below the linearity line shown in blue.

The string shown in the graph is sort of the worst case scenario and becomes
"non-linear" at pretty low impacts. What this tells me is that this string may not
be a good application for a player wanting to produce more spin and needing to
hit hard to generate it. Because polyester based strings don't exhibit much
elongation the stringing process may produce a fairly low "string bed stiffness"
giving one the perception that the string is soft. It may be soft until the impact
increases.
As a matter of reference a good solid hit will generate a string bed de ection of
slightly more than .300 inches. So, look for a string that stays below the
"linearity" line to avoid arm issues.
The point is to be aware of this characteristic and consider it when making a
string selection.
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It is well known that it is very “tricky” to use polyester based string for most
younger players that are experimenting with stroke production and still do not
have the physical strength to really take advantage of what polyester may offer.
For the record I do not recommend it.
Durability is always an issue so when I ask for “playing time” it should be in hours,
not days or weeks, but hours. It is a big help to know what portion of those hour
are training or playing. It is obvious that one (1) hour of training will be more
“destructive” than one (1) hour of tournament play.
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The more we know about string the better the choices can be. It is my imperative
that the string matches/enhances the application. We can do this!
What do you think?
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